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AEGLE AVIATION ACHIEVES IS-BAO
STAGE TWO RENEWAL CERTIFICATION
16 NOVEMBER 2015, HONG KONG – Aegle Aviation has achieved IS-BAO Stage

Two renewal certification after a comprehensive audit was carried out by the
International Business Aviation Council (IBAC).
IS-BAO (International Standard for Business Aircraft Operations) is an industry
Code of Practice enhancing operational safety and safety performances.
AEGLE Aviation’s Chief Executive Officer, Ms Joyce Kee, reiterated her
commitment, “Safety culture is of paramount importance for our organization.
Our team has been working very hard towards our safety management systems
and I sincerely thank them for their full commitments. With more than 700
operators worldwide adhering to the IS-BAO Standards, we strongly believe this
is the de-facto standards for business jet operators like ourselves”.
---END---
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Note to Editors

About AEGLE Aviation
AEGLE Aviation Limited was established in 2013 with Hong Kong as its operating base.
In Nov 2015, AVIC Investment Fund (AVIC Trust/CAIGA partnership) became an investor of AEGLE
Aviation Ltd. as part of their expansion plans outside of their China manufacturing and service
network.
The company offers one-stop shop services of aircraft management or operations and aviation
consultancy including aircraft upgrades; pre-purchase and pre-delivery inspections; hangarage
operation and management; aircraft registration and certification; technical manual writing; Safety
Management System (SMS); cabin and service etiquette training; aircraft budget planning for aircraft
operational costs; personal concierge services; aircraft cleaning and detailing.
The team at AEGLE Aviation has an extensive track record in managing various corporate aircraft for
corporations and high net worth individuals located in Asia, and collectively has decades of
experiences in business aviation in the region.
The name AEGLE represents ‘Brightness; Splendour like a Diamond’ in Greek mythology, signifying
the service promises that AEGLE would like to provide to its clients i.e. being prestige and
unbreakable like a diamond. The investors of AEGLE Aviation believe that there is a growing need for
both genuine and personalized service for private jet owners and the AEGLE Aviation team is fully
committed to this goal.

For further details, please visit www.aegleaviation.com
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